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STRESSES IN HOT~ffiTAL LADLES
by
Knud-Endre Knudsen~~
William H. Munse**
Bruce G. Johnston***
Abstract
Experimental stress and deflection data are presented fror.::
structural tests of .~ scale models of three hot-metal ladle
prototypes, each of 150 ton net capacity, These models includ8
a round riveted ladle, an oval welded ladle, and a rOlli1d welded
ladle.
A semi-rational stress analysis procedure based on the
information obtained from the tests is developed. Canparison
of experimental and computed stress values are shown, and an
illustrative example worked out as a guide for design purposes,
Temperature effects and other factors affecting the design are
not within the scope of this report, which is concerned only
with stresses caused by the weight of molten metal load and the
ladle dead weight.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Former Research Engineer at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
now Research Assistant :?rofessor at the University of Illinois
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I N T ROD U C T ION
The designation "Hot-Metal Ladle", when used in this report,
will mean a vessel, lined wi th refractory rna terial, used for con r ,
veying mol t,en metal from the furnace to the ingot mold.
During the extensive growth of the steel industry there has
been a consistent trend to increase the capacity of hot-metal
ladles. Larger furnaces and the convenience of pouring the who10
furnace charge into one ladle have combined to make this increase
neces::rary. At the s,ame time the allowable load on eXisting 1adl~
cranes and supporting structures is lim!ted, thereby rendering
any decrease in ladle dead weight directly applicable to increased
capacity for molten metal. The introduction of the welded type
ladlCil in 1932 0pen~d n"w PQ$s1b111 t1f!li to" dee:r~ase in a€uad weight:.
(Ref. 2)* Oval shaped welded ladles came into use as an expedien<;
to increase capacity without interference with height clearances
and hook distances originally determined for the round riveted
la dIes.
Thus, ~rger ladles are being built, new shapes introduced,
and the ratio ot dead weight to ladle capacity is forced down.
This continual development gives significance to the application
of more rational and accurate stress analysis proced~res in order
to maintain the required safety and dependability of hot-metal
ladles. Little design information is available in the technical
- - . - - - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - -- ~ ~ - ~ -
01" Number reters to 1i tera ture 11s tat the end.
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literature. The design procedures used by the different ladle
manufacturers apparently have given completely satisfactory
ladles. However, these procedures are in general based on
assumptions which have not necessarily been verified by tests(
A progr~l of experimental and theoretical stress analyses
of hot~.etal ladles was therefore adopted by the Association
of' Iron and Steel Engineers as a part of the Standardization
Committee's postwar program. Fritz Engineering Laboratory of
Lehigh University undertook the task of investigating the
structural behavior of such ladles, initial work starting on
June 15, 1946. The general program was determined at a committsl::
meeting in August 1946. It was decided to test 3 models based
on prototypes of 150 ton net capacity. Both riveted and welded
construction was considered, and a model of an oval ladle 'was
,
included. Additional variables were: number and size of stifftL.:,er
rings, size of trunnions, angle of tilt, amount of load, and
distance between the points of support on the trunnion pins.
~he important problems involving stresses due to temperature
jifferentials caused by the molten metal are not considered in
this investigation.
A progress report was presented bef'oI'o the annual convontio:"l
of the AISE in Pittsburgh, September 1947 •. The tests were
completed in December 1947, and the oxperi~ental program, pro-
cedures and results are described in detail in a separate test
report. (Ref. l)~ The present report will therefore cover
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+:;::1e conclusions only, illustrated by typical experimental data .. ·
The interest and advice given by Mr. Ingvald Madsen, ResearJ.,
Engineer of AISE; Mr. F. E. Kling, Chairman of the Ladle Desigr..
Ccrmnittee, together with .other members of the committee, were
·essential factors in the planning and execution of the program".
The valuable help of Mr. Paul Kaar, Engineer of Tests; and
Mr. Kenneth Harpel, Foreman, is acknowledged.
LADLE MODELS
The ladle types chosen for this investigation represent
three general types in use in the mills. They also reflect
different developments in ladle design. Ladle "Ail is a round
riveted ladle, Ladle "B" is an oval welded ladle, and Ladle "C il
is a round welded type wi th a dished bottom. All three specim6:.:1,)
1
are 5 scale models of prototypes of 150 ton net capacity. A
survey of some actual ladle designs is given in Table 1 for
reference. The dimensions and material thicknesses are reduced
from those of actual ladles approximately in the 5 to 1 ratio,
31though material availability was to some extent a determining
lactor. The trunnion pins on all ladles were made long enough
to pe~nit study of the effect of hook spreading, as required
by the test program.
Smue simplifications were made in the model design, as
compared with actual ladles. The slag spout and the pouring
device were eliminated. Special joints for facilitating the
transport of the ladles were not considered. The .additional
- 5 -
~runnion pins sometimes used when the ladle is placed in stands
were disregarded. It is believed that the elimination of the
slag spout at the lip of the ladle is the only significant deviat~'
of those here mentioned. The test results indicate that the
effect of the lip ring on the structural behavior of the ladle
is greater than emphasized in present design procedures. The
serious discontinuity introduced in this ring by the slag spout
seems therefore to deserve special consideration. Tests with
such spouts added on the models were proposcd at one step in
the develoPQcnt of the test program but were not adopted.
Ladle il N 1 is shown in Fig, 1. Attention is called to the
1/1611 addi tional plate on the bottom, similar plates on actual
ladles being provided to protect against heat radiation during
the pouring operation~ Ladle I'A" was tested with two different
size trunnion pairs, also with or without a stiffener band
combined with the small pair of trunnions. Fig~ 2 gives details
of Ladle liB". The oval shape of. the ladle is obtained by insertir.'.§~
a straight middle section in the sides between the semi-circular
?arts of the cross section. Ladle liB" has a flat bottom vvith
protection plate as in the· case of Ladle II A'I • On Ladle "e",
Fig. 3, the bottom is dished and has no reinforcing plate •. The
stiffener rings are of equal size and compar9.tively small due
to the heavier middle section of the shell between the rings~
The trunnions are built up of plates with no ribs of the type
used on Ladles IIAII and "B II , as may be seen from Figs. 4, 5, and 6 ..
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To conform with general practice in ladle manufacturing,
the models were made of structural carbon steel conforming to
ASTM Specification A-7 for heavier material, and to ASTM Spec.
A 245-44T, Grade 0, for the thin plates. The models were stress-
relieved for one half hour at 11500 F after fabrication. Befor~
testing, the ladles were lined with fireclay in a way simulatiLg
the fire -brick lining used in actual ladles. The thiclcness of
the fireclay was 3/4/1 on the sides and lil on the bottom, slightly
more on Ladle II AU.
TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS
In the various tests" strains and doflections were measured
at the points indicated in Fig. 7 for Ladle I!,A". The locations
for the other ladles were similar. The strains were measured
by means of bonded electric wire resistance gages, mounted on
identical locations on the inside and outside ladle surfaces.
The principal stresses and their directions, as well as the
horizontal and vertical stress coolponents, were computed fran
the measured strains. Horizontal deflections of the sides and
vertical deflections of the bottoms were measured by means of
mechanical deflection dials reading to 1/1000 of one inch.
Fig. 8 gives an over-all picture of the test set-up.
Actual ladles are loaded with molten metal weighing at an
average 420 lbs. ,er cu. ft. Due to obvious inconveniences in
handling molten metal, mercury was used as loading agent in the
laboratory tests.
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A summary of the complete testing program is presented
in Table 2.• Tho tab~ listatho testing conditions for all tosts
on each ladle, and indicates tho measurements taken in 8ach cas~~
The variables included in the test program may be found from
0. stUdy of TG.blo 2, aM' 'will be pointed out in connection wit"::'
the discussion of their effect on the structural behavior of
the ladles. The complete sot of dat~ is given in the unpublish"l,".
test report, as preViously mentioned. The 1,ISE may be consulte;~
if some of this data shOUld be desirod.
The gonoral structural behavior of the ladle models deviato~
considerably from what is often assumed as a basis for design.
A description of this behavior will 'be given before the effect
of tho test variables is discussed.
Figs. 9 and 10 show representative deflection results.
They wore obtained for Ladle ilA" under conditions explainGd in
the figures. Fig. 9 shows thG general tGndency of the hori~onta:,
cross section to become oval in shapo due to the loading, the
trunnion regions moving inward, and the regions betweon trunnioD:
D:nvinG outward. Zero deflection is found approximately 45° from
the trunnion lines. The side deflections, as shown on vertical
cross sections in Fig. 10, arc zero at tho bottom',and increase
nearly linearly to the maximum at tho lip. Some irregUlarity
is caused near the trunnion pin by the concentrated hook reaction~
especially for the larger hook distance. The bottom deflection
gives the picture of a paritally restrained cirCUlar plate under
uniform load.
.. 8 ow
The stresses in the stiffener rings are primarily bending
stresses, hence 'these stresses should be proportional to the
change in curvature which may be visualized in Fig. 9~ This
is confirmed by the stress measurements, as shown in Figs. 11
~~d 12, for the outside and inside of the three stiffener rings
on Ladle flAil. On each ring, the maximum stresses occur at tho
trunnion lino'and midway between the trunnions. The ring stres~es
are largest on tho lip ring and smallest on the lower stiffener[
as are the deflection~•.
The normal stresses in the side shell are considerably
less than the s~r ring stresses, except near the juncture
with tho bottom plate. The same is the case for shear stresses
in the side shell. Fig. 13, giVing the distribution of vertical
normal stresses on Ladle "B", clearly shows the high local stresfJ
peak near tho bottom. These high stresses are similar to the
discontinuity stresses produced near the hea-ds of pressure vess')I,,.~,
This stress problem has been studiod by tho Design Division of
the Pressure vessel Research Committee of the Welding Research
Council, and by several others., Althaugh these stresses aome-
~imes exceed the yield point, experience from actual ladles seem3
to show that they do not endanger the safety of the ladle. The
high discontinuity stresses also occur on the bottom-plate side
of the juncture. EXQept in this narrow region, the flat bottoms
sustain mainly a high o.nd noarly uniform bending moment throughou.+:,
while in the dished bottom smaller mombranecstresses prevail.,
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The general description of the structural behavior of tho
ladle models holds for all tests on all throe models, and
constitutes perhaps the most important result of this investig8~4
Actual ladlos cover a large field of types and variations in
~R3ign. The tests made will therofore not give tho compiliete
picture for any of them, but the general behavior as described
is believed to be common for all typese The experimental progrcml
did, however, consider some of the more important factors in
ladle design. The variablos included may be divided into two
groups, of which the first covers the vnriation in testing condi·
tions, such as amount of load,. distance between the hook support.s~
and angle of tilt. The other group includes structural variablo,., ~
rivetod versus welded construction, round versus oval shape,
flat or dished bottom, trunnion assembly size, and type and num-o;:-i:':'
of sholl stiffen er rings. The effect of those variable swill
be discussed in the order mentioned.
The effect of amount of load on the deflections and streSS8[
is partly demonstrated by Rigs •. 9 to 15, and so is the effect O.t'
~rariation in the distance between the two supporting hooks e. As
a rule, stress and deflection data for the stiffener rings incroas0
in almost linear proportion to both load and hook distance, as
shown in Figse 16 and 17, respectively. Since the load distri-
bution varies with amount of load, direct proportionality betweeD.
load and stresses is not obvious e. Table 3 shows the critical
stresses in the rings for the smallest and the largest hook
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distance. A similar, but much less consistent variation is
0 110 :tt,ained;for the side shelJ.. Bottom stress~s hnd deflecti ons
also increase with the load, but less rapidly than in the ring~<
This should be expected, because membrane stresses prevail in
the bottom when the deflections become larger than the plate
thickness. Bottom stresses and deflections show very little
response to an increase of the hook distance. One test was
made with a ladle supported in stands, resting on the undersld~
of thentrunnion assemblies. This conclition 1s essentially
equ.ivalent to a smaller hook distance, and the results fall
in line with those given above.
Ladl e Ire II 'vvas te sted in til ted positions up to 20°, wi th
no increase of tho stresses. At less than 20°, the stresses
startdd to decrease due to putpour of the liquid load.
Ladle model \I A/I is rivete d, while the two others represent
welded construction. The three ladles differ also in other way~,
and the test results are therefore not directly comparable. A~
an average, under eqUivalent conditions, the magnitUde of the
side deflections are about 'three times as large for the riveted
ladle as for either of the two welded ones. This is at least
partly explained by the fact that the average ratios of the
bending stiffness of the stiffener rings above and below the
trunnions are one third as great in the riveted ladle as in 8i the'{'
of the welded ladles. The experimental stresses, essentials
of which are given in Table 3, show no consistent difference
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between riveted and welded construction. ' The structural efficien~'
of the ladles should be compared on a dead weight basis, since
maximum live load within the ladle crane capacity limit is of
prime interest. These weights are therefore given on the bottom
of Tc,ole 3.
Ladle "B II is un ova.l ladle, while Il A" and ue" have circular
cross· sections. The deflections ·show tho same trend for all
three ladles, and the strosses do not allow any conclusions as
to preference. It is believed that the small degree of elli'pticJ_"::"
ccramonly used has but 0. nanor influence upon the structural
behavior.
1>. study of the results from the tests of the flat bottoms
on Ladles "A" and "B" and the dished bottom on Ladle "e" alloYJs
definite conclusions in favor of the dished typo. - As mentioned
earlier, the dished bottom plnte carries the load mainly througl~
membrane stresses. The reSUlting deflection, Fig. 15, is thero"
foro only one sixth to one seventh of those developed in the fle.-t
bottoms, e,s shown in Fig •. 10. The figures also show a different
deflected shape for the dished bottm, which docs not have the
maximumdeflectkon at the center point. The only resemblance
botwGon tho two types is the insensibility of variation in hook
distance •. The flat bottom plates susto.in high bending stressGs~
while the dished sho.pe shows tensilo stresses throughout its
thickness of o.bout one fourth of the magnitude of the measured
stresses on the flat bottoms. The discontinUity stresses both
in the side sholl and in the bottom plate ncar the knuckle is
- 12 -
evon more r0ducod when using Q dished bottom.
Ladle "A", the riveted model, was tested with two sizes
of trunnion assemblies, 8" and 16" wide, covering 34° and 68°
of the ladle circumference, respectively. The effect of the
wider trunnions is to decrease the ring stresses, as seen from
colwnns 1 and 3 of Table 3. The reduction is largest on the
lip ring and on the top stiffener near the trunnion, and average
43%. The side deflections with the wide trunnions are about
75% of those obtained with the narrow type. The bottom stresses
and deflections stay practically unchanged.
Col~ans 1 and 2 in Table 3 give information on the effect
of the addition of a spacer band on Ladle "A". This 1/4"x 8 1/4-:1
band, which is shown in Fig. 1, is riveted to the sides of trtlmJ.":t.;,-~'<
but not connected With the ladle shell. It is intended to carr~'
most of the bending moment from trunnion to trunnion, thus relie-v::"!'
the re gular reinforcing rings. Table 3 shows an average reduct5. O~.
in ring stresses with 26% of those obtained witho~t the spacer
band. The additional weight of ladle steel material due to the
band is 25%. Stresses in the side shell are also decreased,
although not all together consistently. The bottom stresses
are not affected by the addition of the spacer band. A comparison
of columns 2 and 5 in Table 3 seems to indicate that the same
advantage may be obtained in a cheaper way by adding the equivalent
steel weight to the ladle shell thickness between the top and
lower stiffeners. Higher lip ring stress is registered in the
- 13 ~
l~tter case. Deflection tests show, on the other hand, that
the heavier shell more effectively resists the local bending
effects caused by the moments introduced through the trunnions.
Finally, the effect of removal ofcstifI'ener rings was invest] ga:·
C'1 Ladle lie". Some of the te st stre s ses are reco:P.ded in COlUIIlIlS
5 to 7 in Table 3. It should be remembered in interpreting these
results that Ladle "e" has a heavy middle shell section and
correspondingly woak rings. Removal of the lower stiffener
ring increases the stresses on the top stiffener by 23% and th6
lip ring stress by"~127% at an average. Wi th both the top and
lower stiffeners removed, the lip ring stresses increase to an
averag~ of 143% above those recorded with both stiffeners in p18~a
No test has been made with only the top. stiffener removed,; but tl:::;
tests··made indicate that the top stiffener is comparatively more
efficient than the lower stiffener. The deflection tests, Fig-. 1')
also point to this conclusion, since the deformation at the top
ring is considerably larger than at the other rings.
DESIGN REC01ffiffiNDATIONS AND STRESS ANALYSIS
The conclusions which can be drawn from the test results,
as presented in the previous chapter, are incorporated in the
design recomnendations below, which also summarize recomnlendations
made in various articles on ladle design. Statements which are
referred to articles and not to parts of this investigation should
be regarded as the opinion of the author of the reference.
- 14 -
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In Fig. 18, the ladle height and diameter, or aveI'age diamete:'
for oval shapes, is given as a function of the carrying capacity
for the ladles listed in Table 1. A sim~lar diagram for capacitis_
up to 100 tons is given in Ref. 3. It is seen that the height
is slightly larger than the diameter up to approximately 12 feet
height, or 125 ton capacity. Above that tonnage" the height is
smaller than the diameter. In Ref. 4 it is advised that the
diameter only should be increased above 125 ton capacity in ordGr
to keep down the head of metal during pouring.
11he location of the center of gravity of a fUlly loaded
ladle of 12 foot height should be about 15 inches below the UrunnL
pin center line, and correspondingly placed for other size ladles •
.( Ref. 4). A method for calculating the l6catiQn of the center
of gravity and the tipping moment is given in Ref. 10. In Ref. 6
• II 11it is recommended that the center of gravity be d = 6 +0.9 9
below the trunnion center line, where C is the ladle capacity
in net tons. If this formUla is used, lock bars to prevent tiJt:.:~l::.
should not be reqUired •.
Type of Constructio~
The two commonly used types of ladle construction, riveted
and electric arc welded, were both represented in the experimental
investigation. The riveted model underwent much larger deflection:
than the welded onex under equivalent conditions, but this was
at least partly due to the lighter design of the riveted model.
The experimental stresses showed no consistent difference between
the two types~
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The steel weight of the riveted ladle model was 280 Ibs.
as compared to 250 Ibs. and 340 Ibs. for the two welded models
(Table 3)" In actual ladle design, the older ri veted types,
without spouts, lining and stopper rings, weigh 21 to 27% of
the rated capacity" The same percentage for similar welded types
of more than 50 ton capacity is only 16 to 17% •. Welding gives
lighter ladles for capacities above 60-70 tons. Considering
the weight of slag, lining, etc., welded construction allows
an increase in capacity above that of riveted construction by
about 7% for a 150 ton ladle. (Ref. 4).
The joints in the shell should be butt welded. All welding
should be specified in accordance with the applicable codes of
the American Vlelding Society. The opinions on the necessity
of stress relieVing after welding seem to be divided. Most
manUfacturers, it is believed, stress felieve the ladles at 1200-
13000 F for one hour per inch thickness of the heaviest material.
Design Assumptions
The design assumptions should be in agreement with the
genoral structural behavior observed during the tests. The
ladle sides are found to deflect inward in their full height
in the trunnion region, and outward in the region midway betwoen
the trunnions. The deflections are nearly zero at the bottom
juncture, increasing approximately linearly towards the maximum
deflections at the lip ring. A circular ladle cross section
Will, accordingly, tend to become elliptical under load, the
amount of ellipticity increasing from bottom to ~ip. Vertical
- 1'7 -
lines on the side shell located about 45° from the trunnions
experience no deflections. Thus, the maximum side deflections
at each level occur along vertical lines through" tho trunnions
and half-way between the trunnions, the absolute maximum being
obtained at thoso locati ons bn the ;.11p ;r1ng.
The highest stresses on the reinforcing rings were obtain8d
at the same locations, and followed the same pattern as the
maximum deflections. High stresses were also measured in tho
bottom plates, and discontinuity peak stresses were found in
a narrow region on both sides of the side-bottom juncture.
At these critical locations, as well as on other parts of
the ladle, the most unfavorable condition is obtained with fUll
liquid lqad and the longest distance between the supporting hooks.
Tilting of the originally fUlly loaded ladle has no increasing
effect upon the stresses. It follows that, in practical design~
the ladle should be assumed loaded to tho slag spout level with
liquid metal, and the hook spacing should be chosen no larger
than required by operating conditions.
Dead Weight Assumptions
The specific weight of molten metal varies with the grade
of the steel. 430 Ibs per cu foot may be regarded as a suitable
design value. As mentioned earlier, the net dead weight of the
ladle is close to 1/4 of the rated capacity for riveted ladles,
and 1/6 for welded types of more than 50 ton capacity. Spout,
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stopper, etc, will increase these fractions by 15-15%. The
weight of the fire-brick lining will vary with the pre~erred
thickness. Common lining thicknesses are 9 11 _14 11 on the bottom,
and 911 decreasing to 7 11 on the sides from the bottom up. For
ladles of about 150 t'~n net capacity, the lining weight is
ordinarily 80-85% of the total steel dead weight.
Trunnions
The trunnions on ladles of 100 ton capacity or more are
usually of we lded construction. Castings are now mostly used
for smaller ladles. The trunnions should be connected to the
stiffener rings which are usually provided above and below the
trunnions in order to minimize local shell str~sses due to the
trunnion reaction. Tests show a beneficial effect of comparatj,vclJ
wide trunnions.
Fig. 18 shows recommended trunnion pin diameters for diffe~6~~
ladle capacities. Ref. 6 advises that the pin diameter should
not be reduced where it fits into the trunnion plate, and if the
. I
pin diameter is increased at that location, a large fillet
radius should be provided. The stresses in the trunnion pins
can be calculated by means of conventional methods.
Side Shell
The thicknesses commonly used for ladle side shells are
within 10% either way from those shown in Fig. 18. In order
to obtain comparable stresses in the model and prototype, the
model shell thicknesses were made as small as possible, consider-
ing available materials~ rhe model corresponds to ~ 3/4 in,
.. ),9 ...
thickness on the 150 ton capacity prototype. The stresses in
the model, loaded with mercur~ should be about 3/5 of the stress
in the corre~ponding protopype, loaded with molten metal. No
severe stresses were observed, except near the bottom juncture,
as shown in Fig. 19, which records the average of the outside
and inside side shell and bottom stresses for a section through
Ladle "C fl • Practical operatin~ considerations probably require
a thicker ladle shell than required by stress analysis and the
former will therefore be the determining factor in selection
of the shell thickness, at least for ladles up to 150 to n capacity,
I
The problem of a strict analytical determination of the
discontinuity stresses in the side shell near the bottom juncture
is a very complicated one in the case of a ladle. The trunnion·
reaction caused a non-uniform distribution of the·se stresses
around the ladle circumference, with a peak directly below the
trunnions. Even on flat bottoms, a small knuckle radius is
ordinarily provided, which further complicates the analysis.
On riveted ladles, the lap-joint and the discontinuous connection
add to the inadequacy of conventional stress calculation methods.
Most disturbing, however, is the effect of th~ very large deflec-
tions of flat ladle bottoms.
A complete theoretical attack on the problem (not yet finishod
for use in practical design) is given in Ref. 11. The problem
is treated in a more practical way in Ref. 12, and a.l so in
Timoshen~o's lITheory of Plates and Shells", Chap. XI. The pro-
cedure b~~ow is b~sed on tqe twp la~ter references. Develop-
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ment of the formulas may be found in Ref. 13.
With notation as explained in the nomenclature, and dis~
regarding all the disturbing factors mentioned above, an impres-
sion of the magnitude of the discontinuity stresses may be obtameq
by the following procedure. Let
4
t!j
\
.......~ ..~ ....~ ~ ~ (1)
The moment per inch of the circumference acting on the bottom
end of the side shell is then, with Poisson's ratio taken as 0.3,
0.525 rt + 0.425 (3 h3Mo =-pr . ~------";';"--'r---4.200 t, + '~h3; ......... (2a)
A positive moment caused tension at theo\.1tside shell surface.
The radial end shear at the same +ocation:1. posi tive when acting
inward on the side shell, is
P 0.425 ~., Mo = '- (3 er ' eo ••••.•• ~ ~ ~ •• , ••••••• ( 3a )
The moment acting in the vertical direction per inch width of
the shell at any point at a distance y from the bottom juncture
is
P
My = 1'.10 ~ 0 + i ~ 0 ~ • ~ .. ( 4)
\
and in the circumferential, or horizontal, direction;
Mx :::: O. 3 My '!. • • .. '!. .. .. • ( 5 )
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The functions
~ =e
S=e
1jJ=e
- 1'3 Y
\ (COS(3Y + slnry)
sinr y
( cos r '1, - sin r'1)
Cosr y
••••••••• ( 6)
where e 1s the base of the natural logarithms, are tabulated
for values of ry between zero and 7.0 on p. 394 of Timoshenko's
"Theory of Plates and Shells"~ First Edition. Considering both
the o~dinary membrane stresses and the discontinuity effect,
the total stresses in the shell near the flat bottom are then
a: = &t: + 6My ••••• t '••••.•••••.( 7)
'1 2t - t2
in the longitudinal direction, and
in the circumferential direction.
From the table referred to above it may be seen that the
discontinuity stresses decrease rapidly with increasing distance
from the bottom juncture. Beyond ry =1T:or, using Eq. (1) and
V = 0.3,
y = 2 •44 .\.~ • • ,. • •• .• '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 9 )
these stresses Qr~ without any practical concern. The cal cu·'
lation above,. on the other hand, will also show that the maximum
stress for ordinary ladle dimensions exceeds the yield point.
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The maximum stress will, in most cases, occur in the longitudinal
direction for y = 0, and can then be computed by putting My =
Mo in Eq. (7).
It can be shown, that the most favorable bottom shape from
a combined economy and stress analysis point of view is an
ellipsoid with a depth of about one quarter of the bottom radius.
However, a shallower bottom, as generally used for ladles, in
comparison with a fiat bottom will greatly reduce the discon~
tinutty stresses. The stress calculatfuon in case of a dished
bottom follows the same procedure and are sUbject to the same
reservations as outlined above for flat heads. Only the ex-
pressions (2a) and (3a) will be changed. Assuming that the
ordin~ry two-radius dished bottom deviates little from the
ellipsoidal shape, and that the knuckle radius is comparatively
M =-Po 0
large, these expressions are substituted by
hl •5 _ t lo5
• 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 .....0 .... ( 2b)
p r 2t + 1.7 (h-t) d2P = (3b)0 2 (3 d2h 3h2 - t 2 hlo5 -' t l •54 +
h2 t 2 h1 •5\ +
For bottom thickness h equal to the side shell thickness t the
expressions become
= O••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2c)
••••••••••••••• •••••• ~ •••••• (3c)
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The tests dfthe ladles Were not spedifically designed to
investigate the problem of discontinuity stresses, which in
itself constitutes a large field of research. The deviations
of a ladl e from the ideal cases covered by the above formulas
are also too many and significant to allow a close check with
experimental stresses. A comparison, Table 4;' is therefore
carried out only for one gage point on each ladle located near
the bottom junctlure midway between the trunnions where the
disturbances are smallest. ~he discrepency in Table 4 for the
horizontal stress on Ladle "eil may be explained by the location
of the gage, which was mounted very close to the reinforced bottom
butt weld. Also, the expressions (2b) and (2c) are not exact.
'l'he corresponding experimental discontinuity stresses direct~
ly below the trunnions are two to four times as large as those
midway between the trunnions. 'The calculated maximum stress at
the juncture (y = 0) is far above the yield point for Ladles
"A" and "B" with. the flat bottoms, and 10.3 ksi for Ladle lie"
with a dished bottom.
Bottom Plate
A dished bottom is recommended as advantageous in several
ways as compared to the flat type. The ~shed bottom is usually
of the shallow dish type tank head, shaped like a spherical
segment wi th a sm.aller knuckle radius giving an arch tang.ant
to the head flange (sometimes called torispherical). The maxi-
mum deflections of the flat plates were six to seven t~os as l~
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as the maximum measured for the dished bottom, and eXCSQd,ed:the
~ .,.. -
thickness of the bottom including the cover plate~ Themaximum
deflection of the dished bottom was only about O~2 :of its thick-
ness, and the latter also gave over~all smaller stresses.· ',The
discontinuity peak stresses at the juncture of side and bottom
are greatly reduced when a dished bottom is u~ed, especially
if a large knuckle radius is provided. ~lat bottoms usually
become semi-dished after long service, indicating that the yield
point is exceeded in some parts of the plate. ~he dished type
provides inter-locking of the bottom fire-bricks, decreasing
the danger of damage due to the liqu~d flotation force. One
practlcal' advantage of using a flat bottom is that the ladle
may be set directly on the ground without danger of tilting.
The bottom should be furnished with;a removable cover plate
for protection against heat radiation during the pouring process.
The cover :plate is spaced away from the bottom by means of
washers, and can be renewed or removed to allow inspection_
The cover plate extends over the whole bottom Or parts of it,
according to the pouring schedule applied. (Ref. 4). A similar
plate is also recommended underne8:th the slag spouts, extending
down to the lower stiffener ring. (Ref. 6). Pouring openings
in the bottom should be reinforced like holes on pressure vessels.
Common thicknesses of the main bottom plate, flat or dished,
are shown in Fib_ 18. The thickness is usually a li ttle larger
than for the side shell, but may vary up to 20% in either
dirac-tic)n from those inOJ~Ej.ted in the figur~ ~.Tha' tefJ,ts ,.
showed that the pottQm stre,ases depend only upon the depth of
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the liquid load,snd thata.n analytical determination of the plat3
thickness must include bothbehding and m~mbrane stresses.
For flat bott.om plates, such a stress computation may be
based upon the diagrams in Fig. 20, reproduced from Timoshenko1s
i1Theory of Plates and Shells", First Edition, pp. 340 and 341,
A la,dle bottom edge is not completely fixed, as assum.ed in the
diagrams. The strain measurements on the bottom were few (Fig. 7) ~
and do not coincide with the location of the stresses given in
Fig •. 20>., Although disregarded in actual design, the presence
of the cover plate on the 1ad~ model impedei a verification
of the computed stresses. Using the added thickness of the main
plate and cover, the diagram gives a maximum deflection of 0.17
inch as compared to 0.21 inch measured. The calculated model
stresses at the center for fUll load are +22.1 kips per sq. in.
at the outside and -11.7 ksi at the inside surface. The corre-
sponding experimental stresses at 0.32 times the bottom radius
from the center point were +18.9 ksi and -14.6 ksi. The plate
connection efficiency factor and the smaller actual degree of
edge restraint add to give a too low calculated deflection and
bending stress; and subtract in their effect on the calculated
membrane stress ... The maximum computed stress at center, which
occurs on the outside surfa~e, is believed to be a good criterioq
of the required plate thickness. 'The edge stresses will be
sm~lliler than given by this method due to imperfect clamping.
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For a ladle of 150 ton capacity the empirical diagram in
Fig. 18 indicates a 1.3 inch thick bottom plate. With other
dimensions as given in Fig. 18, t.he stress in the bottom plate
is found to be +33.2 ksi and -18.0 ksi at the outside and inside
surface at center, respectively. The experience that f12t bottoms
will undergo permanent deformation during service thus seems
verified by stress calculation. Whether yielding shoUld be
tolerated as in the past, or b~ prevented by increasing the
thickness or using a dished plate, will be a matter of jUdgement.
ASI\IJE I s Boiler Constructi on Code of 1·946, Secti ons I and
VIII, for Power Boilers and Unfired Pressure Vessels, and also
the joint API-AS1ffi 1938 Code for Unf!rod Pressure Vessels for
Petroleum LiqUids and Gasses, require a minimum flat head thick-
ness h inches according to the formula
h = d' 'V c
s
P
.. ·· • • •• • . . . • . • . • •• • • •• • ••••••••• (10 )
where
d = plate diameter, or shortest span, inches.
p =maximum load, Ibs. per sq. in./
s = allowable unit working stress, lbs. per sq. in.
c = 0.25 for butt welded circumferential bottom joint.
c = 0.30 for lap-riveted circ~ferential bottom joint.
For the 150 ton prototpye with 1~3 inch ~ottom plate, this
formula gives 16.0 ksi maximum stress. The formUla thus leads
\"
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to thicknesses of the order.now ordiaarily used~but fails to
warn against the actual high stresses.
The codes mentioned above also give a formula for the re-
qUired thickness of-dished· heads:
_ 5 pR. .
h - 6 s t' •••• , ••••••••••• 0 ( 11 )
where the s~abols have the meaning as explained for Eq. (10).
However, the codes restrict the radius of curvature, R, to be
smaller than the bottom diameter. For hot-metal ladles this
radius is usually much larger, and a too 'small thickness there-
fore results from this formula. Assuming radii of bott~n curva-
ture proportional to the one used on the model (Fig. 3), Eq.
(11) gives a maximum bottom stress of about 15 ksi for ladles
of ordinary dimensions as shown in Fig. 18. The actual stresses
are larger. Tnus, for the dished bottom model, Eq. (11) gives
s = 3.7 ksi, while 8.1 ksi was measured near the bottom center.max
The discontinuity stresses near the bottom edge are of a
magrtitude similar to those earlier discussed for the side shell.
These stresses can only be reduced to below the yield point by
using a dished bottom, and therefore were not discussed in
connection with the design of flat bottoms.
A stress analysis procedure for dished bottoms will not
be attempted here. The problem is discussed in the article
"Stresses in Dished HeaQ,s of Pressure Vess~ls" by C. O.
Rhys, AS~ffi Trans. 1931. When finished, the work of the authors
of Ref. (11) will probably giye the most complete answer.
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Reirifor~~ng ~ings
The ladl e models all had s.tiffener rings at the lip and
above· and below the trunnions. Investigation of the effect of
the two trunnion rings indicated that the most efficient use
of ring material is obtained at the loca~ion above the trunnionso
Tests alone would suggest emphasizing the lip ring in ladle
design. Practical experience shows, however, that the lip ring
often suffers great damage from the hot slag and metal splash
during service. The safety of a ladle should therefore not be
made dependent on the presence of this ring. AlSO, the actual
load carrying contribution of the lip ring may be lessened becaUs~
of the disoontinuity introduced by the spouts, which were elimi-
nated on the models. It is therefore not recomnlended to follow
the test indication towards an increase of Ilpring dimensions.
In order to meet the condition after long time service,· the
stresses should be calculated both consldering and disregarding
the lip ring.
Reinforcing.bf the shell against bending and twixting mOl11ent~
is sometimes accomplished by other m.eans than the stiffener rings
discussed above. A wide stiffener band, connected to the. trunniOlilS
)
but not to the shell, reduced the experimental stresses. However,
a similar result seems obtainable by adqing the equivalent steel
material to the regular stiffener rings or to the shell thickness
between the. trunnion rings. Reinforcihg by means of a heavy
middle shell section and rather small rings, as on one of the
ladle models, was found to giv~ a very rigid ladle with small
deflect~ons, but the stre~~ep were not correspondingly reduced.
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The locations and conditions for the max~mum stiffener ring
stresses are discussed earlier. It follows that, in designing
the rings,~~ is sufficiept to calculate the stresses at the
trunnion line and midway between the trunnions on each ring for
fUll liquid load and the largest hook spacing which may occur
during operation.
The adjacent rings above and below the trunnionhav:e an
increased stiffness by virtue of their connection to the trunnion
assemblies. Even if the trunnion assemblies are connected to
the side shell only, as in the case of Ladle "A II (Fig. 1), the
rings will be somewhat restrained in the neighbourhood of the
trunnions'. .Due to this effect, the two trunnion rings will
ordinarily obtain the maximu.lJ1 stress midway between the trunnions,
as may be seen from Table 3. The increas~ in ring stiffness
I
at the trunnions is not easily carculated~ If the degree of
restraint is obviously large, as f or Ladle II err (Fig. 3),. the
problom is of no consequence since the stresses midway between
the trunnions will govern. _The same is the case when wide
trunnions are used: Rows l .. and 3 of Table 3 show that an increase
of trunnion width from 34° to 68° of the ladle circumference
moves the critical section of the top stiffener from the trunnion
line to midway between the trunnions. Without the incre.ased
strength due to the trunniC?ns, all three rings would obtain
maximum stress at the tr~nnion line •. As earlier recommended,
the trunnions shOUld therefore be made comparatively wide,
and be connected directly to the stiffener rings •. ~ollowing
this ~ecommQndation, it.i~ ~ecessary and sufficient to oalculate
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the stresses at the following l'oca ti ons ~
Lip Ring (Ring 1 ): 0° and 90°
Top Stiffener (Ring 2H 90°
Lower Stiffener (Ring 3) : 90°
The designations are explained on Table 3.
An exact analysis of the stresses in a hot-metal ladle, if
possible, would be extremely complicated. A practical procedure
must compromise between exactness and simplicity. The .semi-
rational method proposed emphasizGs the latter. A more
theoretical attack was attempted, using methods outlined in
the article llStresses in a Reinforced Monocoque Cylinder Under
Concentrated Symmetric Transverse Loads ll , by N. J. Hoff, Journal
of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 11, No.4. Probably due to neglecting
the bending stiffness of the side shell, bhis method gives
I
unsatisfactory numerical resUlts for hot-metal ladles.
The method given below is partly based tlpon general trends
of the Gxperimental results, which limits the range of its usefuI-
noss to ladles of types not basically different from those tested.
Details in development of the procedure are avoided here, and
are given in Ref. 13.
The following are the assumptions on which the stress
analysis proc~dure is based}
1. The trunnion reactions cause concentrated inward transverse
loads P2 and P3 on the t'op aJld lower stiff.eners, respoctively;
as shovvn in Fig. 21.
2. Acting alone, these forces would cause tap and lower
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stiffener·deflections proportional to thed&§tanb~0of the
rings from the bottom juncture.
3" The side shell transmi ts a shear flow q }bs, -per inch which,
on a horizontal section through the ladle, is distributod
according to
where a2 and a4 are different in each of three fields, and
tho angle ~ is measured as shown in Fig~2~~.
4. The deflections of the ladle side increase linearly, from
zero at the bottom juncture, to a maximum at the top.
5. The stiffener rings would experience no stress if the ladle
were supported on an inward extension of .the trui1nion.,pins
at points' ~etermined expe:rilJ1ental1y~·, (Fig. -23.·)
The first assumption is in agreement: with the test experience~
demonstrated in Figs. 10 and 15) that the ladle side deflects
inward at all levels in the trunnion region.- It was sometimes
assumed in ladle design that -the lower stiffener deflected out-
ward in that region.:. The two concontrated loads P on each ring
at each trunnion represent a simplification of the actual distri-
bution of the load imposed upon the ring by the trunnion assombly.
Assuming a trian6ular distribution of this load, as shown in
Fi g .... 22, the P-loads are one thira of the total trunnion -width
The second assumption gives side deflections which increase
with the distance from the bottom juncture, - as deterrtiined by
. tests. The as',sumption leads to the following relation betweon
B . " '. . ..., ...... '. ..,
P3 ::::. B%··P2···~~·;··~~··,,····,,·,,~··~··~········(13)
where B is the product Q·f the ring bend:Lng stiffness and the
distance of the ring from the bottom. For' the lip· ring,
.and for the top and lower stiffener tho sUbscripts 2 and 3,
respectiy.ely, are used.
Tho skin shear is set up by the tendency for relative
tangential movement between a ring and the adjacent side sholl
when tho ring deflects. The skin shear must therofore be zero
at ~ =.0 0 and ~ = 90 0 (Fig. 23), where the ring deflections are
purely radial. Tho shear distribution must also be symmetrical
about the two axes of symmetry of a horizontal ladle cross section,
A sine -serie s" using only the two first t el71nS as in Eq. (12)" will'
satisfy these reqUirements. The additional terms cause negligible
ring stresses, arid are dropped.
The ~esultant skin shear load on a ring equals the difference
in shear in the two shell fields adjacent to the ring.' Writing
. . .
c22 :::: r 2a22 - rla12········ ..·····~~· .. ~····~··(14)
~tc., where the first SUbscript refers to the ring number and
the socond sUbscript'to the sine series terra number, the loadings
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over an arc dol: of the circumference of the l"ings are, avoiding(" ~
details in tho developmont,
q 1" df. = c12 sin 2~ + c 14 sin 41:
,
I1 1 -, II
I
q2r 2ds = c22 sin 2~ + c24 sin 4 S ~.................. ( 15 )I, .
,
q 1" d S = c sin 2~ + c 34 sin 4~3 3 32 /'
For simplici ty, these loadings are assumed to act at the noutral
axis of the rings. (Fig. 21.)
Tho fourth assumption listed above is ,in fair agreoment
with the deflection pictures, Figs. 10 and 15. With·the assumed
P-loac1s and shoal" loadinGs, Eq. (15), the equations expressing
straight-lino deflection of the sides at the trunnion line and
midway between the trunnions may be written (soe Ref. l3)~
B2
( Cl( ) "-c22 = - c12 - P2 g iBl I
B3 i(ex: ) Ic 32 = c1 2 - P3 g IB1
B2 ~ ~~ ............ ~, ••••••••• (16)
P2 f ( ex ) , ! -' :c 24 = c14 - iBl I
S3 ( 0: ) !c 34 = c14 - P'3 f jBl
where g (ex) and f (0C) aro given by Eqs. (24) and ( 25).
Fig. 16 shows that the ring strosse·s. are nearly proportional
to tho amount of load. Fig. 17 indicatQs a linear rolo.tion-
ship botween the ring stresses and the hook distance. If the
stress diagrams in Fig"17 aro extended to the left, they vJill
al~ cut the horizontal axis ~= 0 at or near one point, located
approximately a q.:istance ~t - r sin 45° insic;'ie the ladlo shell.
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Thus, if the ladle were supported a t such po in ts the rin g s tres ses
would ,become zero. Furthermore, the straight stress lines in
Fig. •18 show tha t the ring s tres ~e,s are di re ctly proportional
. " "with the distance a, Fig_, 23,. from the points discussed' above.
to the actual p·oints. of support on ·the· trunnion piris •.
'A free body diagram, obtained by cutting along section m-m,
Fig. 23, is shown in }'ig. 24. If the ladle were supported at
a point on the vertical line through the intersection of section
m-m and the bo ttom plate, tre free body with zero ring s tres ses
would be in equiliOrium. Now, while moving the point of support
the distance I~" to its actual location, ring stresses and the
shell shear "s" on the ,cut section are se~ up. Including the
horizontal normal shell forces in the components N. of the ring
. ' 1
forces at the cut section,. equilibrium of the free body requires
the moment about the lower end of the cut section to be' zero:
A similar free bodydiag~a~ of the ladle cut 'along n~ri;~ig;123,
furnishes .another moment equilibrium condition,!
2N~hl +.,2N~h2 ... 2N~h3 =O ••••.• " •• ,~~ •••••• ti· •••••••••• (.18)
Consistent:with the' assumed rmg 'loadings it 'may be 'shoVlm that,
N -~ ~' '. ( )
·2 - 6c22 + ,30 c24 ~ P2'~~""""""""""'" 19.
N; ;; - ~ ~22 +.~ c24~""'" ••••• •.•••••.•• ~ ~ •••••••• (,20 )
..
Similar expressions hold for rings 1 and 3~:'
'l'he development of sui ta.ble formula s .for the ring loadings
P2' P3 .and tr..e six ,c~cQefficients now redu~e to a mE!tter of'
SOlving Eqs" (16) to(2,0)~> 'J.;l?e resulting expressions are given
in Eqs. (26) tb (28)~.
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Summarized, the stress analysis procedure for circular
lacHes includes the following steps. Use the auxiliary.
expressions
a = r t - 0.7071 r + e ••••••••••••••••·•••• ~ ••• ~ ••••• ~~ •• (2l)
•..• ~ ••••..••••••••.~.(22)
g(G><_) =
f(·.x ) =
4.5 :0.5708 -0<.+ (2-sinol .. - cos~.) sinv<··l •••••.••••• (24)!.l J
225 (2.5708 -0(+ (2+sinex - cos CIi.. ) sin G( -2, 5464(.Y-.. s in or. +cos~J
L , ••• ( 25 ) .
to determine the ring loadings
Wa B2 ' \
P2 = T \B2h2 + B3h3 I
B3
I.
!
P3 = P2 iB2
I
I
J
c12 = -T( 0 ) Blk
\
a ..... ~ I
r
,
P2 ]
,
c22 = -g( ex.. ) l B2k \I
-g( C~. ) [B3k P3]
j
.
c32 =
!
\
j)
c14 = -f( J ) Blk \
-f ( .I- ) [ B2k P2]
I
c24 =
I
i
\
1
P31
I
C34 = ~f (0: ) [B3k I)
The moments and normal forces
••• •••••••••• •.~ ••••• ••••••••••• (26)
I
••••••••• " ••••••••••.••• ~~ •• , ••• (27)
•..•.•.•........ ...••... ~ •••• • '•• ( 28 )
in the stiffener rings are then,
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In the lip ring, at 0°:
••••• ~ ~ ••• ~ •• ( 2 9a )
Fl = - 115 (10c12 +4c14) •••• ~ •• q ••••• ~.~~ ••••• ~ •• ~ •••• (30"
In the lip ring, at 90~:
rl (lOc12 - c14 ) •••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~.~ ••••• (3la)60
,
.. ;~ ,. ,
F
1 •••••••••••••• '•••••••••••• , ••• , •• (32)
•••••••• •.•••••• -I' • •• '.'. I" •••• (34)
. ) I .
In the top stiffener, at 90~:
r2 . r 1
M2=- -(lOc22 -c24 ) + P2r 2 ·l:1-0.6366(o(Sincx+ cosrx) I ••• (33a)60 J
1
F2 = 15 (10c22 - 4c24) - P2
In the.lower stiffener, at 90°:
4c34 ) - P3 ~ ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• (36)
The sign convention applied above is shown in Fig. 21.
, .
Tensile
normal forces and moments causing tension at the outer ring sur-
face are positive. The total ring stresses are finally found
by means of the well-known formulas
er
o
F M
.'= - + IA So .,
•••• , •••••••••• ~ •••••••••• (37)
f
". . . . \
6. F M= ....
J. A Pi
I
"j'
'I~ 3~ ..
where 0 stands for the outside and i for the inside ring surface •
. The p~ocedure :'above app1i.es for circular 1acUe s I' For oval
, i"
ladles, Eqs. (16) and consequont1yalso Eqa.(26') .to (28) will
:,1 '
include additional torms~ If the ladle cross section deviatex
little from. circular, as for most oval 1adlos,the effect of
these additional terms arc small •. The procedure will then
"
coincide £or ~i~cu1ar and 0~a1 ladies ~~ to and including Eq. (28),~
,~
The expressions for the mDrl1erits in oval shiffener rings
sUbjected to tho P-10ads and skin shear loads are slightly more
complicated than those given above for circular rings. Oval
rings also sustain add~tiona1 moments due to·the internal liquid
.,
pressure •. The oval ring moments 'are then written, using the
notation
u 1 ., , .: '. '. . "'. .' '
::!' -r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •.•.•.•.•. iI· (38)t .. , ..
Oval Lip Ring, at 0°:
11> r ( 10c12 c14)M1 = +60( 1'T + 2u)
Oval Lip Ring, at 900 : .
••••• ~~.~~ •••••••••••••• (29b)
r
M = - -1.1 60 (10.c'2 ~; ::~ - c14 . 1-(' )..... . . .... TI +' 2'U • • • • .. • • • • '. '.. • • • • • ( 31b )
Oval Top Stiffener, at 90°:
.... r2 11'+4u ·rr··' . .'[·2(,::J..+U)·· sin(j_~2c.Os.Q(1
M2=- 6O(10c22 fi~2U - C24~+2U)+P2r21- 1'"( +2u .
. . .
. 2 .' 2¥2\1r2 ... ' .6-2u.·
... (3- .' .:) .'.... ~·••••••••••• (33b).
:3 1I.+2u
,.s
'11 +2u '" . " .
* a, = .r't" r sin 4 .,+ e.··:·•• ~.• ~ ••• .....-.\~ •.~ .•••••••• ee ••• •• (21~)
instead.ofEQ. (21)giyesbetter agreement with test results for
oval 1ac::q.e s '. For u, see Eq. (38).
In the formulas above, V is the internal liquid pressure per
uni t length of tho ring ci rct.1l11ference. Roark f s iI Formulas for
Stress and Strain", Second Edition, p.·261, gives
I
t
. r::--'" A2 ... v 2 t
V2 == 1.56 X'" H2 \jr2t ., ,..-__......; ••••••••••••••••••• (39)
. ,. , A2 + 1.56t "Vr2t
The expression for V3 equals Eq. "(39) excopt for the SUbscripts.
Vl is zero.
The normal ring forces F at 0° and 90° are identical for
circular and ovai rings neglecting the small contribution from
V.
In all the formulas gi ven, the effect of the larger moments
of inertia of the rings at the trunnions is ·neglected. The
expressions for moments and normal forces in an oval ring with
varying moment of inertia are given in Ref. 13. The effect of
varying moment of inertia is not largo, and the exact formulas
would not appeal to a design engineer.
From an interpretation of the exporimental data the effect-
ive width of shell on each side of a ring, acting togother with
the ring, was found to equal, at an average, the Width of the
ring itself. Fig. 25 thus indicates the sections to be included
in the cross section areas and the moments of inertia of the
rings. The ring radius S~9uld be taken to the neutral axis of
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the section •. For tho te,stsot Ladle.. ~1,C" less,one or both .st,if-
feners (Table 5), h81f of .:the thicka.rshell portion was includod
~" .',
in tho moment of inertia 'where a ?tiffenerwas removed.
The procedurQ outlined. has .been appli·ed to the model' ladles,
and the results arc listed in Table5togethor with the corres-
ponding experimental stresses. The procd.dure fails ,in. some cases
to register the a,~~ual high lip ring stresses at zero,degree~
and can not be regarded as perfect. To the best of the authors'
l{nowledge, however I i trepresent s a d:1.. stinct improvf3ment over
methods now in use.
The ring stresses listed in Tables 3 and 5 correspond to
about 3/5 of the stresses for a prototype ladle loaded with
molten metal.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
For a numerical stress analysis example, a round, welded
ladle of 150 ton capacity is chosen, Fig. 26,. The ladle is
meant to il~ustrate ~he procedure. only, and does not necassarily
represent a desirable design~ Ladle height, ,top diameter, plate
thicknesses and trunnion pin diameter are chosen in accordance
with the empirical trend,· Fig~ l~. The ladle capac~ty may be
checked by means of the formula
••• 0 •••••••••••• ( 40 )
. . ~ . . ~ ,. .
where the radii should be taken to the inside of the lining,
whi.ch here is aSl3umed to average Sri in thickness. With a
, '.
... 40 ...
420 1bs. perr=maximum depth of 9' - 6u of' iiquid metal, and
cu. ft, Eq. (39) gives W= 150 tons.
Only ~the stiffener ring ,stresses will be calculated here.
'rhe discontinuity stresses in the side shell may be found by
means of Eqs. (1) to (9), and other stresses checked by con-
ventiona1 methods~
The dimensions given in Fig. 26 yield
11 == 10.4 in
4 12 :;:: 86.5 in
4 13 = 372.0 in
4
810= 8.4 in
3 820 = 24;6 in
3 $30 :;:: 63.3 i;n3
81i= 3.8 in
3 82i = 38~9 in
3 83i = 87.7 in
3
Al = 20.4 in
2 A ' = 28.0 in2 ACj :;:: 37.1 in22
hl = 136 in 'h = 105 in h3 = 55 in2
r1 :;:: 73,52 in r2 :;:: 71.32 in r3 :;:: 69.17 in
t = 1.125 in E :;:: 30000 k;3i
h ::: 1.375 in w :;:: 5i6~0 in
16.1 in sinO'. = w 0.1300e = - =6rt
d ~99i5r 63~19 in cosO(.
rt ,=.71,75 in 04 = O~i304
Capaci ty, Eq. ( 39) , \Ill = 300 kips
c
8tee1 dead weight W = 0.19 We == 57 kips'~ s
, Lining
.1!.& = 0.85 W = 48 kipss
'W :;:: 405 'kips
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Eq. (21) :
-a _.. = 43,1.3 in
Eqs. (22) : Bl = 106 kips B2 = 751 kips B3 = 1855 kips
Eq. ( 23) : k = 0.0224
Eq. (24) : g(C( ) = 20496
Eq. (25) : f(O( ) = 4.590
The ring loadings are:
Eqs. (26) : P2 = 18.1 kips P3 = 44.8 kips
Eqs. (27): c12 = -! 5,!9 .kips c 22= 3.3 kips c32 = 8.2 kips
Eqs. (28)~ c14 = -10.8 kips c24= 6.2 kips c34 = 15.1 kips
The moments and normal forces in the rings due to these,loadings
become:
Lip Ring l 0°:
Eq. (29a) : ~\il = 85 kip in~
Eq~. (30) · F l = 7 kips•
. Lip ring, 90°: 0
Eq~ (31a): Ml = 59 kip in.
E.q. (32)
·
Fl = 1 kips·
Top Stiffener l 90°:
Eq, (3380) : ~12 = 430 kip in.
-.
Eq. (34)
·
F2 = 14 kips·
Lower Stiffener l 90°:
Eq. (35ah M3 = .1033 kip in.
Eq. (36)
·
F3 = 35 kips·
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By disregarding the lip ring
and
P2 :::; 18.1 kips
as beforl3. 'rhe corresponding moments and normal forces in the
I',
stiffeners ar'e, Top Stiffener, gOo:
Eq. ( 33a ) : M~ :::; 463 kip in.
Eq. (34) . F'2 :::; ""'18 kips0
Low/3r Stiffener, 90°
Eq. (35a): M' :::; 1109 kip in.3
Eq. (36) F'3 :::; ":45 ldps
The unit stresses in the two cases, i.e. including and
disregarding the lip ring, are now calcUlateq by means of Eqs.
(37l). Tc.ble 6 gives the resulting maximum stresses in each ring.
The lip ring usually is considerably weaker than the other
stiffeners and will' show stresses which are nearly proportional
to the depth of the ring. To avoid high stresses, as obtained
in this example, the lip ring $hould be made even narrower than
shown in Fig. 26. Experie~ce shows, on the other hartd, that a
yield stress in the lip ring does not endanger the safety of the
ladle.
;.
Ring
, Sur- I: Haximum Stress : Ml;lximum Stress
: face :! with Lip R:l.ng : Without Lip Ring
: \i Kips per sq.in. 'Kips per sq. in. '
::'===,=~.=::::-'::c~._:=c=-'::::_~-~==lf-::::"--::;:::-~':--g', 8 .": .:-::,:;--=-::,:::::::~====:..=-==::..-=--==::=j
Lip Ring 1 Ii +22,~ 7
", .',':~:tf~;~~,~.r, ",.",::.,'" ~"II' ,."",~l{;·~::::::::· ,,::':::, ..........•.::::' .,:.:::.~t..~,:.,~ ....
Lower ? 'II +15.4+16,3
Stiffener ,). Ii -lq T7 : -13.9 '
... . :"\~'" ..•••••• _ :.: ••••.•. ."I·I~· ..··~ ;. ~.: .• , •••.•.••.•.•.•••• , .
TABLE (5
CALCULATED CRITICAL RING STRESSES IN LADLE, FIG" 26.
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SUMMARY
Structural tests have been made of three 1/5 scale model$
of 150 net ton capacity hot-metal ladle prot-otypes ~_ Th~ results
of the experimental and theoretical study are, in brief:
l~ The structural behavior of hot ....met81 ladles deviates
considerably from what has often earlier been assumed~
2. Under load, the ladle side deflections vary approximately
linearly from zero at the bottom. to the maximum at the li:(;:J~
This deflection is inward in the trunnion region and out-
ward between the trunnions.
3~ The ~tiffener rings obtain the highest stresses at the
trunnion line and midway between the trunnions. The lip
ring carries- the largest stresses, and the lower stiffener
the smaiia s to.
4. The side shell suffers only small stresses, except near
the bottom juncture, where large discontinuity stresses
are found.
5. Flat bottoms obtain very large deflecti ons, and the stresses
both at center and edge are likely to exceed the yield point.
6. Dished bottoms show moderate deflections and stresses,
and are superior to the flat type~.
7~ Stresses and deflections increase n~arly linearly with both
I
amount of load and distance between the supporting ladle
crane hooks, except for bottom stresses which arG not
affected by the hook distance.
8. Tilting of the ladle does not increase the stresses.
... 44 ..
9. No major difference in structural behavior was found between
riveted and welded ladles.
10. No major difference in structural behavior was found between
circular and oval ladles.
11. Wider trunnion assemblies tend to reduce the stiffener rins
stresses.
12. A spacer band or a heavy middle shell portion reduces the
stiffener ring stresses approximately in proportion to
the dead weight added by these members.
13. Although the load-carrying contribution of the stiffener
rings inc:r'ease wi th theil'" distance from the bottom, the
lip ring should not be emphasized in ladle design due to
its exposure to damage. Design stresses shOUld be calcUlated
both considering and disregarding the lip ring.
14. stross 8n.0J.ysis procedures which give a fair agreerl1ent with
the experimental results are pr'oposed for stiffener r>ings,
flat bottom plates, and the bottom-side juncture disconti-
nuity stresses. A numerical design e~;:ample is given. When
finished, the worl{ of the Design Division of 'the Pr'essnre
Vessel Research Committ"ee may furnish a design proc\)dur8
for dished bottoms.
15. Sunnnaries of design practices and recommendations as given
in various articlos on ho't-rneta1 ladles aro incorporated
in this report.
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NOMENCLATURE
Subscripts:
i = 1, 2, 3 for rings and shell fields as shown in Fig. 21.
o = outside ring surface.
i = inside ring surface.
Ai Area of effective stiffener ring crdss sections.
Ail Net areas of stiffener ring cross sections, including only
that shell in contact with ring.
Bi Stiffener ring constants given by Eqs. (22)
c~]' Coefficients Qf shell shear flow. Eq. 14. First sUbscript
.J..,
refers to ring nUL'1lber, Slecond to sine series term number.
d Depth of dished head. ,
e Distance along trunnion center line from center of supporting
ladle crane hook to middle of side shell. (Fig. 23.)
E Youngs Modulus.
f(J\.) A f'lillction of' given by Eq. (25).
Fi Normal force in rings.
g(~) A function of a given by Eq. (24).
h Bottom.plate thickness, cover plate exc111ded.
hi Vertical distance from rings to bottom juncture.
H Total maximum depth of liquid metal.
Hi Head of liquid metal above rings.
Ii Moment of inertia of rings •.
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k An auxiliary constant given by Eq. (23).
1 Half the length of straight shell section of oval ladle.
(Fig. 21.)
Moment in rings.
Moment per inch along juncture of side shell a.nd bottom.
Moment per inch of vertical section through side shell,
or circ~aferential section through bottom plate.
My Moment per inch of horizontal section through side shell
or radial section through bottom plate.
Ni Components of normal ring force at 0 = 45°. Eq.(19).
(Fig. 25..• )
N. I Components of normal ring force at 0'= 45°. Eq. (20)
3.
(Fig. 25.)
P Liquidpressure per unit area of bottom plate.
Po Transverse shear on side shell per inch of juncture between
side shell and bottom.
Pi Concentrated ring loads •. (Fig. 21.)
qi Shear flow per unit length of horizontal sections throngb.
side shell •
r Bottom plate radiUs.
r i Radii of neutral axes of rings.
r H IiWet,i radius at liquid metal surfnce,'
Shell radiUS. at' trunnion bevel •..
R RadiUS of curvature of hemis~herically dished bottom.
s Slope ·of.ladle side.
Si Section modUlUS of rings.
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t Side shell thickness.
u Constant for oval ladles. Eq. (38).
v. Width of stiffener rings. (Fig. 25.)
1
Vi Liquid pressure per inch of circtriference of rings. 2q.
(39) •
'd Width of trunnion assembly. (Fig. 22.)
W Total weight of loaded ladle.
W Ladle capccity. Eq. (.40).
'c
y Distance along s1 de shell meridian from. bottom juncture.
In shell analysis, functions are given by Eqs. (6).
In ring analysis, an angle, Fig. 21.
Normal stress per unit area.
= 3.1416
In ring analysis, an angle, Fig. 21.
Poisson's Ratio, taken as 0.3.
Specific weight of liquid metal.
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Half angle between concentrated ri.ng loads. (Pig. 22.)
Side shell constant. Eq. (1).
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Method 'Date ofe of Ladle Shell ,1 Ladle BottomI
nnions 01ae 'l'hlCX- HrlCK
I
0nape "ThlCl<- BrlCK of Pour Desigr.
Slope ness ness ..~-;: .
I
t '. 3/4: 12 1/4 r, 4 11 , Flat, 1/4" 4" Top 1921I ,
t 5/S: 12 .3/8 11 6"'
: Flat 7/16" ell Top 1921
t.
t .; ~/4: 1a 5/s 11 7 1/4" Flat 3/4" 7 1/4" Top 1943
t 2 7 /32: l~ 3/4" Flat 7/S" Top 192&
et.&Weld 3/4: 12 5/S" ell FJa t 1" 10" Bottom 194.2
t .•. 1: 12; 7/s" S 1/4" Flat 7/8" 12" Top l~ne
t· 13/16:12 7/S" SII -12"~ Flat 1 1/s 11 15" Bottom 192(8
ed 3/4: 12 JL l/S" 7" Dish 1 1/4" g" Bottom "1944
,-
ed 7/S: 12 III 5"' Flat JJ. "i 8 1/211 Bottom 1933
','
1: 12: 1 II, sl/4" Flat 1 114" 12" Bottom 1916
..
:
'. 1: 12 1 1/8" Dish 1 1/2" Bottom 1943.,
(led 7/S: 12 I" e" Dish 1." 12" Bbttom 194-0
it
'J 7/8:'12 1 1/4" 8" Dish ], 1/4" 14.l/a Bottom 193;7
7/8: 12- 1" .. 9 11 Flat 1 3/S" 13" Bottom 1929
25/32:: 12, 1" 9 11 Flat 1 1/4" 13 1/2 Bottom 1929
_"t!
7/8: lis" 7 il ··9 1/2" 3/8" i/2It&Weld 12 1 Dish 1 14 Bottom 1943
,
ed 1: 12 1 l/SII 8" Flat JL. lis" 11 " eottom 1942
I
7/S: 1/4"
.,
:1/2- 5/S"ed 12 1 6 1/4-8 Flat 1 S" Bottom 1944
--~'-
""U~~____ , . t
---
Veld
.'ast
Rive
\::'ast
Jas
Neld
09.S
Cas
Weld
Typ
Tru
'~Te1d
45
50
25
75
75
100
120
200
150
130
150
150
150
150
190
j' ---.- ••._.- ·····T·-··--···---·--T.._·---·_··_····__··_·_· r"'" '."--"--." ..--.-- ..-----.-- --.-T· _.. -.._ __.
! Size in Ladle I' Type of . Ladle !Ladle"
j Tons. 1Shape Construction ITop Diam. IHeight
~--.-:'''-""'~=.,c~·c·__ :.'.';,,""- . •:::.=-.,;.,-0:.':.-----::=.:::- ...: ".:."....,J,=-=; ';.=;.•::':';.• """"'=.: ,; ."_"",,., ==."'" .k.",···,.::.:.-·-- .=;=".,,:o==-..,:;=-;=,-~.=.".=':'-:0"=='-' .'="':'='-""':"=;~ .=--=:. . "-'
! 1.25 IRound i Riveted I2' -3 1/2 11 ; 2' -4 1/4 11 ' :>''1.8
: I 1 I . I ..i
'12 I,' Round i Riveted ! 5' 2 11 i 5'- 4" II
; ! I i!Round iWelded i61 7" 16' 7'" i
i Round I Ri vet ediS' - 11 3/4" IS' - 9 if
, Round j Rivet.-We1d. j S' - 4 1/2" 18' - 611
, I! i
I Round ! Riveted i 9' - 6 114" : 10' - SII
i ll
j Round. I Riveted 1 10 ' - 3 fl !10' - 0"
.1 Elliptical i Rivet.-vi/eld. I 9' -0" X 10' -10 3/4" 110' ~10 J/?
[ El1ipti~al IWelded .! 9'-7 7/S" xll'-ll 7/s"111' - 4" .
I I i IIRound 1 Riveted Ill' - 3" . 11' - Oil
I .! i I
. ; I !!Round. i Riveted ill' - 9 3/4 i1 ill' - 3 11
!El1iPtical IWeided 1 9 ' -10 1/2" x12' _7 11 112' -4 1/2"
IElliptical I Riveted !II' -e" x 13' - 6" Ill' - 4/1
IRound I Riveted !12' - 7" 113' -2 3/S';
I I I iIEl1iPticall Riveted . 11'-4"x 12'- 6" 1 13 ' - 6(1
I Elliptical iRivet.-We1d. Ill' -7 1/4xl3'2 1/2" 1121 -1 1/2"IElliptical r "raIded i11' -5 3/4' x14' -5 3/41121 -11 1/2
I Elliptical I' Rivet.-Yfeld. ',' 10' -ld' x13' -10 1/2" 112' - 11 H' :
.'_'" _ _ !... . _.. :..... _. _. ..J _ _..... .._ __._ : _ _ _ .. ..._ _ .t _ _ _..:.._.
TABLE 1
ACTUAL LADLE DlnffiNSIONS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
L~dle
ilAIl
Mercury
II.
il
II
II
if
8x8 1/4
II
16x8 1/4
iI
II
Vlith Band
Vii t hout Band
II
rr
if
\ 100
1 il
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Ladle
Water
Mercury
Water
Mercury
II ..
II
II
II
II
II
ii
"
II
II'
if
II
II
50
90
II
11
'.
100
II
98
82
100
Ii
II
ii
II
Less Lower
Ring
Less Both
Rings
Mercury 10 1/8xll
'I II
II I'
II II
II il
il II
II rI
II il
if Ii
i'1[ator iI
Mercury fi
ii if
Ilell
Ladle
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
I 30
1" , ,' , . ........................... , : ;.. , ,., .. , ,.
1) Loads given in volume percent of load when liquid lovel is 3 11
from the lip ..
2) Hook distance is measured from the inside of the shell.
3) Lining thicknesses given in comparison with unworn lining on
actual ladles.
4) In this test the ladle was supported in stands._
1
I
TABLE- a
SU~~1ARY OF THE TEST PHOGRAH
6.7
LOCATIONS
.:)0: At Trunnions
00°:Between Trunn.
o :Outside Surfac
~ :Inside Surface
Ring
j
......................................................................., _ , , _ _ _ , J .':..:...................... . \., 1'
I ; ~ l U' JI = .J. ~ L ~ .J :..: ~ 5....~ t........ 7 s 9 10FULL LOAD - 2.5 II HOOK !(. IHSTANCE ..·..····.. ·........· .. ·.. · ...... ·....··........·..·..· H- ..· ;;:LL·_..L~~~··: ..=..·..;..~·~;·;··· ..~~·~~, ..·~~~;·.· r
...................................................................................................._ ;- _ _ J.~ \'...:......... .. i+ j · ··· · ·.., ·! ..· ·..··..··..· ·..·FJ- .
S"xS"; SllXS ll I· Silx16 if ~. ~. Wj th Both: Less Lower No :! Sil x16il l 1 Both "
Trunni ons I Trunni ons \ .Trunni ons l.i ;·~·'..;i ffeners i Stiffener. I.: Stiffeners i i Trunni ons ! Istirren,xc;
+Spacer Bandl ;
: i : Ii ... :,:::b"":::.,:::::::::,,:::,,::::,::,,:::,,,:::·.·.:·.~._.·.,,·:: ····r·::·::·::··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"::::::::::.+..\:::::::::::::::.,.:.:::::::::::.:::::;;:::::::::::.····:::1:::::::::;::;:::::::::·::::::::;;;;:::::::···:::·;;::1::.::::::"::':":;:::::::::""::::;::":::::::':'
.········.·'...,·..·,···,·....···...."r..·..·..··..o·]·~· ······:~:::·T··· ..···:'::~··'I··:·::~ .. ·'·..·I···· .................11. ~~.: -11 .2 -16 •7 \i -12 •2 I. ! -18 .. 5
L:J.p l i !! I: ., il _~ : ~.~~..~..~ + :~~.:..~..~ j ~.~.~..~~ l.. :. ?..~..~..... ,.i: +Yie;I.d., ~::~..~.~~.........,........ +Yi e ~~ <.... ..~?~ 6 .. l :..~.? ~ ( +Yi e 1d
I ! 0 + 6.1 i + 4.9 I + 4.0 + 2.8 + 3.5 + 4.7 +10.1 + 7.7 :.:. + 5.7 + 6.0
90° ! : !
I . I ~
i 1-20.9 -15.5! -lS.0 6.3 5.9 7.7 -17.2 -29.8 7.5,\·····~~:·········:··~~·l;······ ···_..·~·:~·····r·········~:~············t············· ;;;.: =~;:; ·11····· ;;:;: i ;:~ ,............. 3 • 2 :. 4 .4 -22 .1 .····t
I ! 1 I + 3. I> i + 1.2 I + 1.6 :. + 3.6 II + 3. 7 • + 4.3. + 4 .IIL + 3.4 + 6.8;+7.3
:·································f-···t;······ :::....j ~.::...........j ~..:~ , ~ ~..:~ ! _.~:.:..c...:..~:;..-f....~:: ·fi····· .~..:.~ ·······I········:::~·····L : ~:: .
Lower ' 0° 1 ' ~ "
Stiffe n er t~~:l:' ····:-:~~--··I··..:·~~: ..·I·..::;~··t·~::; .':::: . •........• ;;;~. .....,.:. ~:: .. "1 i +~:: .......\ '. :.. ::~ . +::: .
i ! i - 2.3: - 1.3 : - 1.9 : - 3.3 I' - 2.3 ! - 1.3 . : - 2.7' - 4.2 : - 7.0 ! - 4.4 :
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TABLE 3
EXPER HlIENTAL STRE SSES, KI PS PER SQ IN:.
0.10
1.43
liB i'
l! A",
"C"
: Dished j
l Bottom: (d::::l.90)
i Flat
: Bottom:
~······.... ·····,············ .. ·· ..i..············ ....·..,..··
~ ~
Flat
Bottom:
.; - ~! i
:·~~~~;~~·~~~~:-r-~~,~:~~~:::~:li~:::~·~::~:'·~~~:~;~~i!:~~,~~-
FROM 6y : vertical n STRESSES STR-q:SSES Ii
JUNCTURE 1\ H COl'IP.
(inches) 0 :outside !i (kips per (kips peri! EXPER.
i :inside II sq. in.) .~ sq.in.) II
,. _.==::::;:::===~==::::;:::===*====:::::::::::;:====::::#.::===-
, 0 II +: 1.6 I + 0.8 i~ 0.50 .
i.-~~\::~_·:~:···.··t:~;:~-~?:.:~=:t.::::~~~.:?:-:~-~;??:;
iOn + 2.2 i + 1.8 :: 0 .82
c5y l·········~ ·.. ·····..·..· ·lt ·· ..· ·.. ··· · ····· ..·.. ·1 ..··· ..·..· · ·· .. ···..····· ·······tr..·.. ·· .. ············· :
i ). [1 -1.3 ! - 0.7 !! 0.54
................. : }_ l ·....11···· ·..· · ..·..·· ·,.. ··· ·..· 1..· : .1; ;
[ \ 0 H - 8.1 : - 8 .2 . \i 1 .01 \
:...
- 4.6 - 3.1 0.67
+ 4.4 + 4.1 0.93
~ 0 n + 2.1 i + 2.0 :: 0 •95 :6y 1··.. ··~ ..···..·.. ·· ·· ····..·..·j1..·· , ·· ·..··· : \ · ··f··..··· · ··· · ··..·..·i
i ). H - 1.2 : - 1.1 j' 0 .92 i
; , .L 1.. I. ..J1. , .iL. ..J
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF EXPERIlffiNTAL AND COMPUTED
NORMAL STRESSES IN THE SIDE SHELL NEAR
THE BOTTOM JUNCTURE MIDWAY BE~imEN
THE TRUNNIONS~. FULL MERCURY LOAD;~,
c: Computed stresses, kips per sq. in.
1";'. Experimental Stresses, kips per sq. in."" .
it) See diagr2m, bottom of Table 3
LADLE II A if: Round, Ri vet.ed
LADLE il" Ii • Oval; W~ldedD 0
LADL8.~ ii ("1 if 0 Round, Weldedv n
I
. (
TABLE 5
cm1PARISON OF' COMPUTED AND
EXPERIMENTP.L STIPFENER RING STRESSES
.i
Oe!oi! c, welds 01 -/r"""iol1
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Sec. c-c
Iru"",_ Black.
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RIVETED ROUND LADLE MODEL
1'5 modll of 150 tOll ....t eopaelty prototype I
• • !Jclled <:c""..:I/o" (l1ufs wele/.a
. ~o i"side cr SHII)
o • Il,v. feet co""ec f ;0".
G£N£2AL. /VOTes
~. ,"ocf,i"e hoIls fo be P"Ovl(kd r,.,. frll",,'on o,ssemhlj,
stifT"""r be."'!, and sltr/"t!ntn9 r""9s. Bolls -10 t"'""Vt!cf
l-. 1,,~/dt! snell and fIe i" 10 .hi' nufs wt!lded ",0
Ins'de or sh II. .8011 and rivet holes fa be '-32 ·drill.
Trunnton ussembly +0 be sires:> relt"eved vr/~r welc/i"9.
All Ir""nion -sfrut.. Xi' tn/cit. 005 Jhown e/fce!".' of to/"
and boHom s Irv t )f6·· bottom s/;rfenin9 plait! 10 be
boIled ro bottom at ladle Jvith 1'16 bol'l·s .. 'Ht·
drill 'or hallam bolls. All n·vels /0 be ~ f> and
{(aHene<J on inside of shell.
All d,mel1sion.s held as CIOJe os pesoS,h/e.
Lighr !J0ge .sfrucfvral 'iva/,Iy, Fled hat.ral/ed
carha" .sfe el canl'orn7,n!l "fa A J TM
~I'''c'' (, Co Tlono5 A 24S - -94 T, orade C I -ra h.
C/s ..d I'or fh'-,., plores. Olher pQr/~ I" meet-
9rQc/t! 4-7 s/""c//"/cor;on.s -I"or slruc tur,,1 j'rade
slee/. AII,Parls of .sl'ec""t!11 r" be le.sf
as.> e",6/ecl.
Tap t. /Joffc," TrIll1"iOA Sfruts
L ADL E itA-
\IB"LADLE
WELDED OVAL LACLE MODEL
Hi model of 150 toll Nt c...-,
z
Trunnion BIocIc.
c
z
GENERAL NOTES
Ladle te be stress relieved by
healing to I 150°F, holding 1/2
hours O"ld slewly cooling. All
trunnion struts to be 1/4·thick
as shown. Welds to be in
accordance with the best
practice and meeting AWS
slondards. All dimensions held
os close as possible. Light
gog e structural Quality flat hot
rolled corban ste el conforming
to ASTNI specification A245-44 T
GRADE C to be used for thin
plates. Oliler ports to meet
GRADE A 7 specifications for
structural grade st.e I.
\116· bottom stiffening plate to tie
bolted to bottom of ladle with
3116·+ bolts. 3/64·.drill for
bottom holes.
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liS 0'''' , itclcl;"9 YZ ho'H" and slow(y coo//"9'
Stress "/I~tll"9 I., be done. q/ler weld, 'I'.
/11/ clI"7t'rASion.s h.1tI os close
osp." .. ,."C'. I.'gld 90ge .slrvelurel 9vo/d.1
I'lat hal-rolled corbo" "/~e'/, co"Forn1;"g ;10
A.srM ~p c;/'callo"". A,z45-~~r, c;nad,,~
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FIGURE 3 l- A. D L E "e"
WELDED ROUND LA OLE MODEL
16modll of 150 ton lilt cQllllClt1 prototrM
FIG. 4
LADLE "A" - TRUNNION ASSEMBLY
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FIG. 5
LADLE "B" - TRUNNION ASSEFmLY
7
. I
FIG. 6
LADLE "e" - TRUNNION ASSEMBLY

FIG. 8
SET-UP FOR STRAIN TESTS
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